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Key tools for MCS as the executive arm of fisheries 

management include: 

• an appropriate participatory management plan 
developed with stakeholder input; 

• enforceable legislation and control mechanisms 
(licences etc.); 

• data collection systems – dockside monitoring, 
observers, sea and port inspections, etc.; 

• supporting communications system; 

• patrol vessels capable of extended operating to 

remain at sea with the fishing fleets; 

• aircraft available for rapid deployment to 

efficiently search large areas; 

• use, where appropriate, of new technology (VMS, 

satellite, video, infra-red tracking, etc.); 

• linked, land-based monitoring; 

• support of the industry and fishers; 

• bilateral, subregional and regional cooperation 
with other MCS components; and 

• professional staff. 

 

Flewwelling, P.; Cullinan, C.; Balton, D.; Sautter, R.P.; Reynolds, J.E. Recent 
trends in monitoring, control and surveillance systems for capture fisheries. 
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• RAN – Royal Australian Navy 
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• UN – United Nations 

• USAF – United States Air Force 

• USD – United States Dollar(s) 

• USCG – United States Coast Guard 

• USN – United States Navy 

• VMS – Vessel Monitoring System 

• VOI – Vessel of Interest 
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Appendix 1 

 

1    Introduction 

Surveillance and response assets such as patrol vessels and aircraft are important components 
of the Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) regime operating in the Pacific Islands 
Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA) region.  Surveillance aircraft play a key role in detecting 
Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing (IUU) fishing activities and improving our 
information base on the activities of both licenced and unlicenced vessels, while patrol 
vessels play a key role in enforcing fisheries laws at sea.  Collectively, these assets also have 
considerable potential to create deterrence to non-compliance.  Given the size of the Pacific 
Island Country (PIC) Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs), the limited resources with which to 
support effective MCS and the expense of owning and operating surveillance assets, it is 
critical to ensure these assets are used most effectively and efficiently.  

At the same time, the continuing development of alternative surveillance and response 
technologies – e.g. satellites (etc) – and the emergence of alternative providers – e.g. 
commercial aerial and surface surveillance providers – may offer FFA members 
improvements in a range of attributes important to an effective MCS regime (cost 
effectiveness, flexibility, responsiveness) and require ongoing examination.     

This chapter sets out the results of Project Five: Regional Capability.  The objective of the 
project was to “examine options for providing an effective surveillance and response 
capability by identifying more efficient ways to use MCS assets, other possible providers and 
funding options, with a view to obtaining contracted surveillance and response capabilities 
and supplementing national programmes.”  In meeting this objective we were also requested 
to give “preliminary consideration to the development of a ‘bluewater capability’”. It is 
envisaged the outcomes of Project Five will be used by FFA members to achieve: 

• A balanced capability, using patrol vessels (national and other) surveillance aircraft 
and other surveillance technologies; and 

• An increased measurable capability which will meet national, regional and 
international expectations to cover current gaps in surveillance coverage. 

2    Methodology 

The approach to Project Five comprised: 

• Desk top reviews of capability: these comprised examination of current and emerging 
air and surface surveillance and patrol technologies; 

• Consultation with PICs, which was coordinated with the other four projects;  

• Consultation with FFA members at the 12th MCS Working Group (MCSWG) 
meeting; 

• A capability gap analysis, which considered current capability, an assessment of the 
level of capability required and how that level might be achieved; and  

• An assessment of new and emerging technologies which may be able to contribute to 
MCS activities.  
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3    Aerial Surveillance  

It is estimated that over USD$30M is spent annually on the provision of aerial surveillance in 
support of MCS objectives within the Western and Central Pacific Ocean (WCPO)1.  

This section provides an overview of current aerial surveillance operating in the FFA region, 
limitations to its optimal use as well as the projected future aerial surveillance commitments 
of the four defence forces.    

3.1 Current Use and Distribution 

National 

Amongst the Pacific Island FFA members only Papua New Guinea (PNG) and Tonga have 
national aerial surveillance capabilities. PNG has two CASA 235 aircraft which currently 
provides 120 hours of fisheries surveillance. While Tonga Defence Services have a Beech 
18, ongoing lifecycle support difficulties have prevented it from providing meaningful 
operational input in recent years. The Solomon Islands is currently considering acquiring a 
second hand aircraft and equipping it to provide surveillance support for fisheries patrols. 

Regional 

Regional aerial surveillance support is generally provided by Royal Australian Air Force 
(RAAF), Royal New Zealand Air Force (RNZAF), United States Coast Guard (USCG) and 
French Navy (FN) aircraft. Despite the long advance notice needed to program surveillance 
flights the aerial surveillance provided by these four donors remains highly valued by the 
recipient PICs. Estimated annual air hours undertaken in recent years are contained in Table 
1 below.  

Provider 
Estimated 
Annual  Air 

Hours 
Source 

RAAF 94 Average of RAAF reported effort 2004-2008. 

RNZAF 307 Total of individual PIC estimates. 

FN 70 Total of individual PIC estimates. 

USCG 250 
USCG estimate of total air hours distributed and rescaled to 
match PIC estimates 

USN 26 Total of individual PIC estimates. 

Total 747  

Table 1 - Estimated aerial surveillance contributions within the WCPO2 

                                                 
1 Table A1 in Annex A provides indicative estimates of regional surveillance and response expenditure. 
2 Estimates are based on data provided by Quadrilateral Defence Forces where provided, and FFA member 
estimates where not. 
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The RNZAF and USCG currently provide most of aerial surveillance throughout the region. 
Annual RAAF air hours have fluctuated between zero and almost 150 per annum in the 
period 2004-2008 inclusive. Whilst these levels are considerably lower than historical 
allocations of over 900 hours per annum in the late 1990s, continuing Australian Defence 
Force (ADF) participation in international operations and domestic border protection make 
any greater commitment unlikely in the short term3. 

Aerial surveillance support provided by the French Navy is concentrated in areas within 
reach of the Gardian aircraft operating from bases in New Caledonia and Tahiti. The USCG 
also provides aerial surveillance, to the extent of about 250 hours per year, operating from 
Guam and Honolulu. 

Table 2 and Figure 1 below illustrate the areas in which aerial surveillance is estimated to 
occur. These efforts have tended to reflect the strategic interests of the providing countries 
and the range of the aircraft used. 

PIC CKI FIJ FSM KIR NAU NIU PAL PNG RMI SAM SOL TOK TON TUV VAN TOT 

Air 
Hours4 

112 44 107 159 4 4 54 140 28 50 54 6 34 12 58 747 

Table 2 - Estimated annual air hours for PIC members of FFA 

 

Figure 1 - Indicative distribution of aerial surveillance effort 

3.2 Current Limitations to Optimal Use of Surveillance Aircraft 

The most commonly reported inhibitors to effective aerial surveillance identified by PICs 
during project consultations are outlined in Figure 2 below. 

                                                 
3 Official RAAF consultation input. 
4 Estimates are based on data provided by Quadrilateral Defence Forces where provided, and FFA member 
estimates where not. 
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Factors Inhibiting Effective Regional Aerial Surveillance
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Figure 2- PIC perceptions of inhibitors to effective aerial surveillance 

Lack of Air Hours 

Lack of air hours (together with lack of regional coordination) was the factor most frequently 
identified by FFA members as an inhibitor to effective aerial surveillance.  While it is difficult to 
provide ‘optimal levels’ of aerial surveillance coverage based on currently available information, 
it is clear that some FFA members (including some with quite substantial fisheries) received a 
level of coverage that is unlikely to generate any meaningful deterrent value.  Moreover, a 
number of basic analyses suggest the region would benefit from increased aerial surveillance:   

• Provision of adequate support to patrol vessels - It is estimated that PIC patrol vessels 
receive aerial surveillance support once during 40 per cent of sea patrols5. Based on a 
(very rudimentary) assumption that the value of aerial surveillance to a patrol vessel 
lasts for 24 hours and the PIC reported average sea-patrol length of 8 days, it is 
estimated that only 5% of sea-patrol effort is currently supported by aerial surveillance. 

• Surveillance intensity compared to other surveillance programs - Australia has an EEZ 
of approximately 6 million km2 (without including territories). Estimating that the bulk 
of the Australian surveillance effort is focused in the northern half of this area, and 
noting that Australia conducts approximately 21,0006 hours of aerial surveillance per 
year it is possible to estimate a surveillance intensity of approximately 70 hours per 
10,000km2. Whilst Australia’s threats and risk tolerances may be different to other FFA 
members, the level of aerial surveillance coverage is over 16 times higher than the best 
served FFA member, and nearly 700 times the FFA member with the lowest coverage. 

• PIC perceptions of required aerial surveillance for effective deterrence - During 
consultations the PICs estimated that the level of air hours required to provide an 
effective compliance deterrent are over four times the levels currently provided7.  

                                                 
5 PICs estimated (on average) that 58% of aerial surveillance missions were in partnership with their patrol 
vessel. PICs and some surveillance providers also estimated that 91 Air Patrols were conducted compared to 
130 sea-patrols – 0.58 x 91/130 ~ 40% 
6 Based on FY 2007 reported effort <http://www.customs.gov.au/webdata/minisites/ 
annualReport0607/pages/page30.html> 
7 Appendix A – Table A8 - Aerial Surveillance Statistics for FFA PIC Members. Note that four PICs did not 
estimate the optimum level of aerial surveillance required. Total regional estimate is likely to be in excess of 
3000 hrs. 
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Inaccurate License Lists 

The inadequate sharing of accurate license lists between fisheries and surveillance agencies 
has historically been a source of considerable wasted MCS effort. If surveillance aircraft are 
provided with accurate license lists they are able to easily identify legitimate activity, thereby 
focussing attention more appropriately on potential IUU activities. Conversely the provision 
of inaccurate license lists can result in several hundred thousand dollars of wasted effort with 
aircraft unnecessarily collecting evidence of suspected IUU activity while awaiting 
clarification of licensing status only to find that the vessel holds (or has been retrospectively 
issued) a licence or “letter of comfort”. Similarly, tens of thousands of dollars of wasted 
effort can result from patrol vessels boarding, inspecting, apprehending and escorting/towing 
a fishing vessel, only to be instructed by higher authorities to release the vessel (possibly 
after several days). A substantial, but unquantifiable impact on crew morale also occurs in 
these cases. 

Aircraft Unavailability at Short Notice 

Many of the PICs reported that they often had intelligence of suspected IUU activities, but 
were unable to respond due to the long lead times currently required for aerial surveillance. 
Quadrilateral surveillance providers generally acknowledged difficulties in providing aerial 
surveillance support at short notice due to higher national priorities and complex scheduling 
requirements.  Future tasking of aircraft based on regional (or sub-regional and national) risk 
assessments that better predict priority areas, needs and times may assist to some extent in 
overcoming this problem. 

Coordination 

Many of the PICs reported experiencing difficulties in coordinating externally provided 
aerial surveillance with their national surface response programs to maximise opportunities 
for vessel and aircraft cooperation. Quadrilateral surveillance providers reported similar 
difficulties to varying degrees. 

Lack of targeted intelligence 

Many of the PICs reported an inability to provide aerial surveillance with meaningful pre-
flight MCS intelligence. Quadrilateral surveillance providers reported similar limitations to 
the effectiveness of aerial surveillance. 

Tactical Communications 

Many PICs reported difficulties communicating between patrol vessels and aircraft. 

Capability Distribution 

Aerial surveillance effort should be provided to counter the assessed priority IUU fishing 
risks. With current capabilities, however, there are gaps in the physical coverage of the 
region, including parts of eastern Micronesia where significant risks were identified. 
Regionally-based and risk-driven aerial surveillance would most likely lead to an allocation 
of effort different to that now experienced and might also lead to surveillance aircraft having 
to operate from different airfields throughout the region. Even with such a re-allocation of 
effort, there are some EEZ and high seas pockets beyond the reach of current aircraft. These 
pockets are more significant when aircraft other than the P-3 are conducting the surveillance.  
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Figure 3 – Indicative aerial surveillance coverage based on the P3 Aircraft 

3.3 Projected Future Involvement by the four Defence Forces 

Each of the Quadrilateral nation surveillance providers was approached formally for advice on 
their likely level of future commitments.  Understandably, none was able to provide definitive 
commitment to future involvement. Most noted that that future coverage will depend largely on 
operational commitments and the balance of other national priorities. 

• For Australia, ongoing domestic and international operational commitments will continue 
to restrict aircraft availability, flexibility and responsiveness in the short to medium-term. 
Notwithstanding Australia expects that aerial surveillance support to the WCPO will 
remain unchanged8. Long-term options for replacement of the P-3 Orion aircraft are 
currently being considered by the ADF, however it is expected that this will result in 
fewer, but more capable aircraft. Noting that Australia already has an existing civil 
capability for domestic maritime surveillance it is likely that the P-3 aircraft replacement 
capability will continue to focus on military operations with limited opportunity to 
support regional MCS activities;  

• New Zealand’s fleet of six P-3s is undergoing a major upgrade which will temporarily 
limit availability of what are now increasingly old airframes. Advice from the New 
Zealand Defence Force (NZDF) was that overall, “the rate of effort is unlikely to change 
from the current allocation in the short term.” 

• The French Navy (FN) anticipates continued support at current levels, but acknowledges 
that this will become increasingly difficult as the Gardian aircraft awaits replacement; 
and  

• The USCG anticipates that aerial surveillance levels will “remain the same.” 

In view of the above projected activities it appears unlikely that the region will attain 
substantially increased levels of aerial surveillance availability, flexibility and responsiveness in 
the short to medium-term without either: 

• The emergence of a new surveillance provider from outside the existing quadrilateral 
partnership, or 

• Commercial supplementation. Options for commercial supplementation are considered in 
section 5.1.3 

                                                 
8 Official ADF consultation input 
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4     Surface Surveillance and Response 

4.1 Current Use and Distribution 

It is estimated that over USD$40M is spent annually on the provision of surface surveillance 
in support of MCS objectives within the WCPO9. These costs are met by the PIC members of 
FFA and the four quadrilateral surveillance providers – Australia, NZ, US and France. 

4.1.1 National Surveillance and Response 

National surface surveillance and response is primarily conducted by the nationally owned 
and operated Pacific Class Patrol Boats (PPBs). Twenty two PPBs are distributed amongst 12 
FFA members. Nauru, Niue and Tokelau have no dedicated surface response assets. 

Length 31.5m 

 

PPBs in Pohnpei Harbour 

Range Up to 2500NM10 

Endurance Approx. 10 days 

Patrol / Max Speed 12 / 21 knots 

Crew 12-18 

Initial Cost11 USD$5M 

Age 15-20 years 

Est. Ownership Cost USD$2,400 per day 

Est. Operational Cost12 USD$3,800 per sea- day 

Table 3 - Indicative capability specifications for the PPBs 

During consultations for this project FFA members identified 25 surveillance and response roles.  
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Figure 4 - Maritime surveillance and response priorities of PIC members of FFA 

                                                 
9 Table A1 in Annex A provides indicative estimates of regional surveillance and response expenditure. 
10 Not all PPBs are fitted with long range fuel tanks and will have reduced operating ranges. 
11 This includes a comprehensive start-up package of training and logistical support. Current estimates of 
replacement costs for the vessel alone are in excess of USD$9M. 
12 Operational costs are supplementary to ownership costs, but only occur when the vessel is on patrol. 
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Of these, support to oceanic fisheries programs, coastal fisheries programs, search and 
rescue, natural disaster response and other government duties were all generally rated high 
priorities amongst members. Other activities such as transnational crime, border protection, 
maritime safety and environmental management were high priorities amongst some members 
with specific challenges, but were generally a medium priority as a regional average. 

Notwithstanding that, fisheries enforcement activities remains the primary tasking of national 
surface surveillance and response assets, with over 70% of sea time dedicated to this activity 
(Figure 5).  
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Figure 5 - Maritime surveillance and response tasking breakdown of PIC members of FFA 

On average each PIC conducts nearly 9 patrols per year, with each patrol being an average of 
8 days duration. These averages include Nauru, Niue and Tokelau who have no patrol vessel 
and have conducted no surface surveillance and response in recent years. Niue have recently 
signed a Niue Treaty Subsidiary Agreement (NTSA) with Cook Islands; however, this is not 
believed to have been formally exercised. Nauru and Tokelau currently have no NTSAs in 
place to utilise patrol vessels from neighbouring countries. This effectively means there is no 
current surface capability to apprehend vessels operating illegally in approximately 5 per cent 
(or 1 million km²) of the total FFA member EEZ area.  

The limited employment of the PPBs in MCS operations across the region creates a 
significant surplus surface response capability. Using innovative crewing and logistics 
support modern patrol vessels are capable of operating up to 200 sea-days per year. On this 
basis even the most active PPBs are operating only at about 50 per cent of their potential 
capacity, with many vessels operating at much lower rates13.  

It was clear from consultations for this project that most PICS are unlikely to be sufficiently 
funded to utilise their patrol vessels at optimum economical rates, and most stated that such 
high levels of activity were not actually needed in order to provide an effective enforcement 
and deterrent capability. Detailed analyses of PIC perceptions of national surface surveillance 
requirements are included in Table A3 in Annex A. 

                                                 
13 It was reported during consultations for this project that some PPBs have not been to sea for over 12 months.   
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Table 4 and Figure 6 below illustrate the areas in which national patrol vessel effort (for 
MCS purposes) is currently estimated to occur. 

PIC CKI FIJ FSM KIR NAU NIU PAL PNG RMI SAM SOL TOK TON TUV VAN TOT 

Sea 
Days 

57 28 67 33 0 4 49 143 30 20 144 0 38 45 50 706 

Table 4 - Estimated sea-days for MCS purposes per PIC member of FFA14,15 

 

Figure 6 - Indicative distribution of current surface surveillance effort 

4.1.2 Regional Surveillance and Response 

The regional patrol effort is provided primarily by the transits of Australian, French and New 
Zealand Navy ships and patrol craft, cutters of the US Coast Guard and Greenpeace vessels. 
Together, their efforts amount to about 300 transit days per year. Existing or projected patrol 
vessels likely to be encountered in the WCPO are shown in the photographs below. 

                                                 

14 Estimates are based total Sea-Days multiplied by the percentage of tasking reported as dedicated to MCS 
purposes. 

15 Estimates include Sea-Days provided for MCS purposes through the USCG Ship-Rider Program. 
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RAN Armidale Class Patrol Boat 

 

RNZN Protector Class Offshore Patrol Vessel 

 

USCG 110 ft Class – USCGC Galveston Island 

 

Greenpeace Vessel MV Esperanza 

 

French Floreal Class Frigate – FNS La Prarial 

 

French P400 Patrol Vessel – FNS La Glorieuse 

Figure 7 – Regional patrol vessels commonly found operating within the WCPO 

Of these organizations the Royal New Zealand Navy (RNZN) is likely to be especially well-
placed to offer surface patrol effort to the PICs. Through Project Protector the RNZN is 
acquiring two offshore patrol vessels (OPV) and four inshore patrol vessels (IPV) optimised 
for the maritime policing role. Of these, the OPVs (HMNZS Wellington and Otago) will be 
most suited to provide support in the South West Pacific. Indeed the then Chief of the RNZN, 
Rear Admiral David Ledson noted in April that, “I think there is an emerging realisation that 
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they can play a significant role in terms of defence diplomacy in the South Pacific.”16  The 
ships are yet to be accepted by the RNZN, so it may still be some time before they become 
operational.  

Ship-Rider and Other Agreements 

In 2007 the USCG began trialing the concept of embarking authorised PIC representatives 
for collaborative fisheries enforcement patrols within PIC EEZs. This was based on the 
success of similar partnerships with developing nations in the Caribbean. 

In 2008 these agreements were formalised as simple but effective "Ship-Rider Agreements". 
By October 2009 the USCG had Ship-Rider Agreements in place with Palau, Federated 
States of Micronesia (FSM), Republic of Marshall Islands (RMI), Kiribati, Cook Islands and 
Tonga. In the two years since commencement of the trial the program has conducted 10 joint 
patrols and 44 boardings that have resulted in 17 serious violations. This is arguably the most 
efficient and effective surface surveillance and response activity ever conducted within the 
region. The most significant violation resulted in the apprehension and prosecution of a 
bunkering vessel that yielded over USD$5M in fines for Kiribati. 

The USCG is investigating opportunities to expand the Ship-Rider Program, but is also 
conscious of resource constraints that may prohibit meaningful larger scale implementation. 

Additionally, RAN vessels operating in the Pacific are now formally tasked in a way that 
provides them with legal authority to conduct passive surveillance and report observations to 
PIC authorities. This authority does not permit boardings, inspections or other enforcement 
activities. 

4.2 Current Limitations to Optimal Use of Patrol Vessels 

The diverse range of EEZ sizes17, patrol distances18, fishing densities19 and logistical support 
capabilities20 within the region, coupled with migratory fish stocks and dynamically changing 
IUU threats are considerable challenges in the provision of cost-effective surface surveillance 
within the WCPO. The extent to which the current distribution of equally sized PPB vessels 
struggles to serve such a diverse range of national requirements was clearly borne out during 
FFA member consultations for this project.  

During consultations some FFA members believed they only had sufficient IUU risk to 
justify funding for 50 sea-days per year, while others acknowledged a requirement for a 
considerably increased activity beyond their capacity. Others expressed doubt over the 
requirement to own and operate multiple vessels within small EEZs, while others expressed 
concern that they have no national surface response capability at all. Some believed their 
needs could be met more cost-effectively by smaller more responsive capabilities, while 
others clearly need access to longer range capabilities to provide enforcement and deterrence 
in remote locations.  

                                                 
16 Nick Frampton, “Project Protector,” in Australian Defence Magazine, Vol. 17, No. 4, April 2009.  p44.   
17 Kiribati’s EEZ is nearly 30 times larger than Samoa’s. 
18 Transit distances to reach patrol areas at EEZ extremities are over 10 times greater for Kiribati over Samoa. 
19 Catch reporting data maintained by Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC) suggests that over 500 times 
more fish were caught in PNG compared to Tonga during 2007. 
20 Some FFA members have ports with extensive logistical capabilities (including shipyards), while others do 
not have a wharf or port. 
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These imbalances between national needs and capability distribution are likely to be 
exacerbated if FFA members participate in the recent Western and Central Fisheries 
Commission (WCPFC) provisions for parties to conduct high-seas boardings and inspections. 

Similar concerns were raised over the lack of flexibility and redundancy at the national level. 
It was generally believed within FFA members that fishers are aware when a national patrol 
vessel is inactive through a major defect, extended maintenance, crew leave or higher 
national priority. During this time the ability of the patrol vessel to make a covert detection 
or conduct an unannounced short-notice offshore inspection is clearly limited, even if the 
vessel is on short-notice stand-by. The deterrent value of the vessel will be low during these 
periods, particularly in PICs with only a single vessel (75% of PICs). This lack of 
redundancy is most critical when vessels undergo extensive refits. In these instances, 
inevitable public awareness reduces the enforcement and deterrent value of patrol vessels to 
zero21 for long periods. 

It was also generally believed within FFA members that some fishers may communicate the 
locations of patrol vessels to other fishers for the purposes of compliance avoidance. This 
activity is likely to be most pronounced amongst those fishers actively seeking to conduct 
IUU activities – ie. those in most need of enforcement focus. Ultimately, through widespread 
awareness that a PIC has no flexibility in surface response and knowledge of the location of 
the nation’s single enforcement option, IUU fishers are likely to be able to avoid enforcement 
attention through collaboration. 

Other major inhibitors to effective Surface Surveillance and Response were identified during 
consultations for this project and are shown in Figure 8 below: 
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Figure 8 - PIC perceptions of inhibitors to effective surface surveillance 

Lack of Fuel 

Whilst ample patrol vessels seem to exist within the region it is estimated that over 80% of 
direct patrol vessel expenditure is embedded within mandatory ownership requirements 
(depreciation, maintenance, salaries and training). This outlay is made at the expense of 

                                                 
21 An example of this occurred in 2009 when a serious defect in the Kiribati PPB meant that no enforcement and 
only limited deterrence could be provided for several months. 
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discretionary operational costs such as fuel22. This is the major contributing factor to the low 
utilisation rates of the PPBs. 

Little opportunity exists for reduction in ownership costs within the current number and 
distribution of patrol vessels. Options for supplementation to operational budgets are 
similarly limited. Other than the possibility of the Sasakawa Foundation supplementing fuel 
budgets within Micronesia under its program to develop a “combined coast guard for the 
three nations of Micronesia”23 no other substantial source of operational funding appears 
imminent. 

Range of Vessel 

As can be seen from Figure 5 below the PPB has a far superior range to comparable patrol 
vessels of its length. 

Range vs Length
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Figure 9 - Range vs Length comparison for patrol vessels 

Figure 10 shows how this permits the PPB to (theoretically) patrol most locations within 
most FFA member EEZs. In considering this, it should be understood that surveillance at the 
extremities is only possible by direct economical transit for approximately 5 days, one day of 
patrol, followed by another 5 days of return transit. This is an extremely inefficient process 
that does not compete well against fishing vessels that have much greater ranges and the 
ability to refuel at sea. 

                                                 
22 Ownership costs of a PPB are estimated to be approx. USD$2400 per day = USD$876,000 per year. 
Operational costs of a PPB are estimated to be approx. USD$3800 per sea-day = USD$178,000 per year at 
current utilisation rates. 
23 Sasakawa Peace Foundation Website - http://www.spf.org/e/newsevent/081023.html 
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Figure 10 – Indicative surface surveillance and response coverage based on PPB distribution and range 24 

Figure 10 shows how coverage of the high seas pockets is theoretically possible under 
WCPFC provisions using the PPBs, however on-task times in some locations are likely to be 
only a few days. 

Lack of Aerial Surveillance and Coordination 

Whilst patrol vessels are able to collect highly valuable MCS information on actual 
compliance levels through unannounced short-notice at-sea inspections, they have very 
limited surveillance coverage due to having their radars transmitting from sea-surface level. 
In an hour a capable surveillance aircraft operating at the correct altitude can detect fishing 
vessels in an area up to 50 times greater than a patrol vessel. The most cost-effective use of 
both capabilities is clearly to have them working together. 

“Surveillance operations involving both aircraft and surface vessels are therefore 
much more effective than two separate operations conducted by the two platforms 
independently”25

 

Key elements of improved coordination between aircraft and patrol vessels are: 

• Regionally harmonised processes for bidding and allocating aerial surveillance effort 
– such as the previously maintained Regional Aerial Surveillance Meeting (RASM); 

• Systems to share surveillance planning data - such as the previously maintained 
Regional Surveillance Plan26; and 

• Systems to share operational data - such as the FFA E-Ops Room27. 

Lack of Intelligence/Targeting 

Throughout consultations for this project it was observed that the collection and analysis of 
data, and the application of intelligence to target surveillance and response effort was largely 

                                                 
24 Each ring represents the approx. transit distance for an additional day on task. 
25 NZDF comment.. 
26 This was a simple MS Excel spreadsheet that permitted surveillance operators to share their patrol intentions 
and align them to integrate with other surveillance operators.  
27 The FFA E-Ops Room is currently only activated during multilateral operations, however there was 
considerable demand for it to be provided to surveillance agencies with training and support on a full time basis. 
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confined to discrete periods within programmed multilateral operations. This is a crucial 
process at the direct interface between fisheries and surveillance agencies that has 
considerable potential benefit for both parties. 

PICs reported that pre-patrol briefings were provided by fisheries agencies to patrol vessels 
prior to approximately 36% of patrols. These can provide patrol vessels with information 
necessary to conduct efficient and effective surveillance operations. On return from patrols 
surveillance agencies submit post-patrol reports to fisheries agencies approximately 25% of 
the time. These can provide fisheries agencies with accurate information of offshore 
activities. This then forms the basis of the next analysis process that will lead into the next 
patrol brief. Additionally, 25% of fisheries agencies maintain a national Vessel of Interest 
(VOI) list and few PICs were aware of the FFA VOI List. 

Facilitation of a perpetual cycle of reporting, analysing, patrolling and reporting at the 
national level may be best coordinated by National MCS Coordination Committees.28 These 
exist to some extent within some members but are rarely operating at full potential. Project 3 
considers options for development of a regional information management system that can 
facilitate the reporting, analysis, and briefing process.   

National Budgetary Processes 

Several PICs reported experiencing problems in accessing Treasury funds in a timely manner 
to pay for fuel to deploy patrol boats at short notice. 

Weather 

Weather conditions are a limiting factor in all maritime operations. Respondents indicated 
that they are unable to patrol for 14 per cent of the time because of weather conditions. More 
specifically, PPB operators reported that for about 25 per cent of the time sea conditions 
prevent the launching of their rigid hull inflatable boat (RHIB) to conduct boardings of 
suspected IUU fishing vessels. 

4.2.1 Options for Addressing Current Limitations 

Project 4 considers opportunities to address these limitations’ through expanded use of 
cooperative frameworks such as the Niue Treaty, the ADF sponsored non-PPB Nations 
Package and Ship-Rider programs.  These options are readily implementable and can 
significantly enhance both capability and coverage in a cost effective manner.  As 
collaborative options are often inexpensive their implementation should be the highest 
priority, ahead of capability acquisition options. 

Section 5    below considers a number of alternative surveillance and response options that 
may help to address some of the above limitations. 

 

 

 

                                                 
28 The establishment and operation of National MCS Coordination Committees were an agreed ‘outcome’ of the 
Regional Tuna Development Strategy adopted by FFC70 in Niue (May 09). The need for improved MCS 
coordination at the national level is also supported by the outcomes of the Compliance Review in this group of 
projects (Chapter 3).  
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4.3 Projected Future Involvement by the four Defence Forces 

The quadrilateral surveillance providers have indicated the following future intent:  

RAN 

The ADF has indicated that there will be continued deployments of Armidale Class Patrol 
Boats throughout the region as a continued contribution to Australia’s regional engagement 
objectives. Notwithstanding that, it does not intend to develop Ship Rider agreements, 
expand the current non-PPB nation’s support package or participate in high seas boardings 
and inspections as permitted under the WCPFC Framework29. 

RNZN 

The RNZN is in the process of introducing a new range of patrol vessels under “Project 
Protector”. Multi-tasking, civil agency support and opportunities for broader application 
within the region have been at the forefront of the development of this program. To facilitate 
the integration of these assets within the region New Zealand is discussing NTSAs as well as 
other forms of cooperation with several FFA member countries, 

USCG 

The USCG has indicated that it will continue to deploy throughout the region with possible 
increased involvement of major cutters, and sustained effort from smaller patrol boats and 
buoy tenders. This will primarily be focused in areas with joint borders with US Territories to 
enable dual responsibility under Ship-Rider Agreements. Expansion of the Ship-Rider 
program is desired; however this will be matched with a realistic assessment of resource 
constraints and the ability to provide meaningful implementation. 

French Navy 

The French Armed Forces have indicated that regional patrol levels will probably remain at 
current levels, but may increase if fuel prices decrease30. Guidance on the long-term 
involvement of French Navy within the WCPO is likely to be more detailed upon release of 
the next French Defence White Paper. It is not clear from our consultations if this will 
consider Ship-Rider Agreements or participation in Niue Treaty style activities. 

Follow-on PPB Capability 

The 22 PPBs gifted to 12 nations will be approaching the end of their service lives from 
2018.  At the 2009 Pacific Islands Forum, Australia signalled its intention “to undertake an 
assessment of a new maritime security program to replace the current program at the end of 
its life, in consultation with Pacific Island countries”31. While the configuration of the 
program is not yet clear, it may have important implications for future fisheries MCS 
capabilities and approaches in the Pacific and efforts should be made to ensure the interaction 
between the Regional MCS Strategy and the new maritime security program are integrated 
and complementary. 

                                                 
29 Official ADF consultation response. 
30 At the time of consultation the price of light crude oil was approx. USD$45 per barrel. At the time of writing 
the price had increased nearly 60% to USD$71 per barrel 
31 Fortieth Pacific Islands Forum, Forum Communique, Cairns, 5-6 August 2009,  p. 8. 
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5     Alternative Surveillance and Response Options 

Considerable limitations within the current surveillance and response framework were 
identified in sections 3.2 and 4.2. Many of these can (at least partially) be addressed through 
greater collaboration between FFA members (some of which are addressed in Project 4). As 
collaborative options are often inexpensive their implementation should be the highest 
priority, ahead of capability acquisition options. 

In the meantime a number of options exist for the development of cost-effective regionally 
managed capabilities to supplement (and integrate with) national programs. These may 
provide increased flexibility, responsiveness and redundancy to better address the 
(dynamically changing) IUU risks identified in Project 1. 

Table 5 below provides a brief summary of cost and capability for a range of surveillance and 
response options. More detailed consideration is provided in sections 5.1 to 5.5 below. 

Capability 
Coverage 
Costs 

(USD/km²) 

Surveillance and Response Capability Offered 

Detect Fishers Deter IUU Inspect 

A
irc

ra
ft 

Long Range, Complex, Military32 $0.70 

Yes 
Yes – threat of 

unannounced sighting is 
major deterrent 

No 
Med. Range, Complex, 

Commercial33 
$0.20 

Short Range, Basic, Commercial34 $0.15 

P
at

ro
l 

V
es

se
ls

 Long Range, Complex, Military35 $8.39 
Yes, but less 

efficient 

Yes – threat of 
unannounced boarding 
and inspection is major 

deterrent 

Yes Medium Range, Basic (PPB)36 $0.55 

Medium Range, Commercial37 $1.14 

R
em

ot
e 

S
en

si
ng

 

Optical Imagery – High Resolution $20 - $30 

Yes, but cannot 
determine what 

type of vessel, its 
activity or its 

identity 

Yes, if capability is well 
known by good strategic 
communications program 

No 

 

Optical Imagery – Med Resolution $2 – $3.00 

Satellite Radar – High Resolution $2.70 

Satellite Radar – Med Resolution  $1.70 

E
m

er
gi

ng
 T

ec
hn

ol
og

ie
s 

Aerostats 

Not 
Estimated38 

Coastal Radar 

UAV – Long Range Yes Yes, but than aircraft 

UAV – Ship Launched Unproven Yes 

Industry Reporting Free Yes Yes 

Community reporting Free 
Yes, but only 
close to shore 

Yes No 

Table 5: - Indicative surveillance and response capability and cost comparison 

                                                 
32 Cost is based on full recovery cost of a P-3 Orion Aircraft with 45NM radar range 
33 Cost is based on industry estimate for a CASA 235 Aircraft with 40NM radar range 
34 Cost is based on industry estimate for a BN Defender 4000 Aircraft with 35NM radar range 
35 Cost is based on full recovery cost of a Armidale Class Patrol Boat with 12NM radar range 
36 Cost is based on estimated PPB ownership costs ($2400/day) and operational costs ($3800/sea-day) with a 
radar range of 12NM 
37 Cost is based on industry estimate per vessel for 2 vessels capable of carrying 20 persons with 2 RHIBs for 
five year commitment. Includes core crew and capable of 250 days at sea per year. 
38 These systems are not widely in use in a maritime surveillance role at this stage. 
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5.1 Surveillance Aircraft 

5.1.1 Background 

The primary means of performing aerial surveillance is and will remain for some time, fixed-
wing aircraft, which combine, speed, endurance, payload capacity and extended search 
horizons to achieve their often impressive performance. Comparison of the relative cost-
effectiveness of various aircraft is provided in Table 6 below. These aircraft can be divided 
into four discrete categories: 

• Long-range maritime patrol aircraft, such as the P-3 Orion in RNZAF and RAAF 
service and modified HC-130 Hercules as operated by the US Coast Guard.  

• Medium-range maritime patrol aircraft, such as the Bombardier Dash-8, CASA CN-
235, and Fokker F-50 series aircraft, suitably modified, used by several military and 
law enforcement organisations around the world.  

• Short-range aircraft, such as the Britten-Norman Islander modified for coastal 
surveillance operations – as the Defender. 

• Other light aircraft which may be proposed for the maritime surveillance task, subject 
to modification. 

Medium-range maritime patrol aircraft, all of which are conversions of passenger or cargo 
aircraft (as indeed was the P-3) are simply smaller and somewhat less capable versions of the 
long-range aircraft. The CN-235 has been selected by the US Coast Guard for surveillance 
and search and rescue duties.39 It has a range of about 2,700nm and an endurance of around 8 
to 10 hours. In its surveillance version it will be fitted with a range of search sensors, 
communications and navigation systems suited to its role.40 The cost of the CN-235 will be 
about $US30m per aircraft.41 Aircraft of this class would be better suited for regional MCS 
operations than long-range maritime patrol aircraft for the following reasons: 

• They have adequate performance – speed and endurance specifically; 

• They can be equipped specifically for MCS missions; 

• They are comparable in technology (apart from the mission systems) to other 
passenger and cargo carrying turboprop aircraft operating for Pacific regional airlines; 
and 

• Although the initial cost is significant, the ongoing operating costs would be 
significantly lower than for the larger aircraft, not least because they would not be 
operated to military standards or with military overheads. 

Short range aircraft are considerably more limited in their surveillance coverage, but offer 
increased flexibility and responsiveness as a trade-off. These attributes will become 
increasingly more important if FFA members are to move towards more targeted, risk-based 
and intelligence driven MCS activities. This class of aircraft is exemplified by aircraft such 
as the Britten-Norman Defender, King-Air B200 and the Dornier 228. These aircraft can 
generally be equipped with: 

                                                 
39 It is comparable in performance to the Canadair Dash-8 in Australian Coastwatch service. 
40 “CN-235,” in GlobalSecurity.org. Accessed at http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/europe/cn-
235.htm on 16 August 2009.  
41 “CN-235,” at Deagel.com. Accessed at: http://www.deagel.com/Military-transport-
Aircraft/CN235_a000250001.aspx on 16 August 2009. 
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• 360° search radar, 

• Forward-looking infra-red detection system, and 

• Mission specific communications and navigation equipment. 

Consequently, aircraft of this class tend to be configured specifically for surveillance or other 
tasks and do not carry additional equipment for any other tasks. This class of aircraft is, 
therefore, also considerably cheaper than any of the larger types.    

 

Figure 11 – Britten-Norman Defender fitted with nose-mounted infra-red sensor  

On the other hand there are some significant performance limitations, especially in respect of 
the Pacific region. The Defender (as an example) has a patrol speed of about 125 knots and 
little capacity to transit at a higher speed (only about 160 knots).42 It does have an endurance 
of over six hours, but its limited speed restricts the area that it can search in any given time.  

Other light aircraft, with no history of having been adapted for maritime surveillance 
operations, may be nominated as being suitable for the task. There are several matters which 
should be considered before making a decision in favour of any such aircraft: 

• Aircraft performance, including transit and patrol speeds, endurance, payload 
capacity; 

• Installed power generating capacity to support mission equipment; 

• Record of the aircraft operating in the Pacific; 

• Proposed operator’s experience in maritime surveillance operations. 

Suitable surveillance aircraft should be capable of reaching any part of the region at short 
notice and combine good transit speed with extended endurance on task. Consequently, 
suitable aircraft will have a transit speed in the order of 250kts, a patrol speed of about 
150kts or more, and an endurance of at least six hours. The combination of vast EEZs and 
relatively few suitable airfields will add another dimension to the performance demands, 
which may well require even greater endurance than that suggested here.  Suitable 
surveillance aircraft must also be inherently reliable. Additionally, they will need capable 
search and identification sensors and reliable communications with cooperating surface 
vessels and shore authorities. 

The three main classes of surveillance aircraft, examples of them and their performance 
characteristics are listed in Table 6 below. The “large” category of patrol aircraft (such as P-3 
or C-130) are available only from defence forces, whereas the other categories can be 
provided through defence forces or commercial operators as the aircraft are mostly 
adaptations of commercial transport types.  

Modes of Aerial Surveillance 

                                                 
42 Britten-Norman Press Release, “The British Army’s new BN Defender is delivered in less than 10 months,” 
dated 4 January 2005.  Accessed at: http://www.britten-norman.com/news/1036.pdf on 17 August 2009. 
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There are two ways in which aerial surveillance can be provided, each of which meets 
different needs and can best be provided with aircraft of differing characteristics.   

Mode 1 is planned, long range surveillance with the primary objective of collecting 
information that will inform the full range of MCS programs. The aircraft involved in this 
mode should be fast, have long range and endurance and have effective search sensors – 
primarily radar. This mode is suitable for military support which demands long lead times, 
lacks flexibility and responsiveness, but generally has required level of performance.  We 
know of no strictly commercial surveillance aircraft in this category. 

 

  

Figure 12 - Example of Mode 1 - Long-range aircraft departing Fiji, patrolling Tokelau and arriving 
in Tuvalu 

Mode 2 is short notice, targeted, risk focussed, and intelligence driven surveillance. The 
objective is coordinated enforcement with a patrol vessel and it therefore requires flexible 
and responsive capability. Range and endurance are less important attributes as flights are 
more likely to be targeted and the characteristics of the Dash- 8 and CN-235 listed below in 
Table 2 are appropriate. This mode is more suitable for commercial provision, where smaller 
and less complex aircraft will be more economical and provide commercial operators with 
flexibility and responsiveness. 

  

Figure 13 - Example of Mode 2 - Short-range aircraft operating out of Honiara to provide aerial 
surveillance support to a Vanuatu patrol vessel  
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The approximate capabilities43 and costs44  of a range of surveillance aircraft appropriate for 
either of these two operational modes are listed in Table 6 below.  

Mode Aircraft Type 

Cost per 
Hr 

(USD$K) 

Range & 
Endurance 

(NM/hrs) 

Patrol 
Speed 

(kts) 

Area 
per Hr 

(km²/hr) 

Area per 
Flight 

(km²) 

Cost per 
Flight 

(USD$K) 

Cost per 
Area 

(USD/km2) 

1 P3 40 3,500 12+ 200 58,000  559,000 480 0.7 

1 C130 30 2,200 9+ 180 46,000 378,000 270 0.5 

1,2 
Dash-8 / 
CN235 

9 
1600 - 
1800 

8-10 200 50,000 
300,000 

- 
350,000 

60-80 0.15 – 0.20 

2 Gardian 16.3 1,700 5 240 46,000 186,000 81 0.35 

2 BN Defender 4 950 6+ 125 28,000 136,000 24 0.15 

2 King Air B200 6 1,000 7+ 200 44,000 272,000 45 0.15 

Table 6 - Approximate surveillance aircraft capabilities and costs 

5.1.2 Helicopters as Surveillance Aircraft 

Navies and coast guards around the world use helicopters extensively for surveillance and 
search and rescue operations. For the most part, however, helicopters used for surveillance 
tend to be naval assets embarked in surface combatants. Larger helicopters can be fitted with 
all of the equipment needed for a capable maritime surveillance aircraft, but they tend to 
suffer one very significant performance limitation – inadequate range.  

The following table indicates the performance details of a number of the more popular 
surveillance-capable helicopters in service today. They are all either military helicopters or 
helicopters adapted for military roles. 

Type Patrol Speed  Range Max. Weight 

Dauphin (France) 135kts 464 NM  4,250kgs 

Helix (Russia) 130kts 324 NM 11,500kgs 

Lynx (UK) 145kts 328 NM 5,790kgs 

Merlin (UK) 150kts     625 NM+ 14,600kgs 

S-60 (US) 147kts 315 NM 10,659kgs 

Sea King (UK) 120kts 621 NM 10,000kgs 

CH-53 (US) 150kts 540 NM 38,419kgs 

Table 7- Indicative surveillance helicopter performance 

                                                 
43 Search performance will depend on the radar performance, search altitude, target size, patrol speed and 
weather. Estimates are based on assumption that 20% of endurance is absorbed by transit. 
44 Costs are based on industry estimates for commercial programs and comparable full recovery costs of 
military options. 
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5.1.3 Commercial Aerial Surveillance Options 

As noted in section 3.3 it is not anticipated that the availability, flexibility and responsiveness 
of aerial surveillance support to MCS programs will be greatly enhanced in the short to 
medium-term within the existing quadrilateral framework. 

This section now examines options for a regionally coordinated aerial surveillance capability 
to supplement, and integrate with, the existing quadrilateral framework. In considering this 
two clear options exist: 

• Option 1 – Piggyback off a National Civil Maritime Surveillance (CMS) Program; or 

• Option 2 – Develop a dedicated regional capability; 

Option 1 – Piggyback off Existing CMS 

Australia is presently the only country within the region with an existing CMS program. This 
capability consists of a fleet of over 10 commercially owned and operated maritime 
surveillance aircraft centrally coordinated by Border Protection Command (BPC). This has 
proven to be a highly cost effective solution for the provision of peace-time maritime 
surveillance and resource protection as can be seen from the coverage costs of the Dash-8 
aircraft in Table 6 above. Opportunities may exist for expansion of this program to include 
regional support as either a component of Australia’s commitment to cooperation on 
maritime surveillance and combating IUU in the region45, or on some form of cost-recovery 
basis. 

Whilst the provision of CMS across such a large region would likely be a global first, it could 
also be viewed as simply another example of commercial supplementation in a role no longer 
able to be fully serviced by46, or arguably appropriate for, military style operations. 

Whilst funding would clearly need to be identified no operational or legal impediments 
would seem to preclude the regional expansion of National CMS programs. The advantages 
of this option lie in 3 key areas: 

• Relative Immediacy – Australia has undertaken to develop a revised maritime 
security construct for the WCPO47. This might provide opportunity for sufficient 
diversion of maritime surveillance effort from domestic to regional application in 
order to validate the feasibility of this option48. Investment in additional aircraft 
would likely be required for long-term application, however this would not be 
considered a significant impediment if a trial proved effective. 

• Scalability – By resource sharing between domestic and regional operations this 
option permits regional participation to be scaled as required to meet funding 
availability and operational requirements. This allows the concept to be trialled, 
expanded/contracted, or shut down as appropriate. 

                                                 
45 Governments of Australia, New Zealand and France, Joint Declaration on Cooperation on Maritime 
Surveillance and Combating Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing in the Pacific Islands Region, 02 
Mar 06. 
46 RAAF support to the region has historically been as high as 900 hours per year. Current levels are approx. 10-
15% of this due to higher operational commitments. 
47 As announced by PM Rudd, at the 40th Pacific Islands Forum Leaders Meeting, Cairns, 2009 – Official 
Communique, Art. 59. 
48 Pers. Comment – Mr Nigel Perry, A/National Director - Maritime Operations Support Division, BPC, 
Australia – 9 Sep 09. 
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• Flexibility – Aircraft types and crew management processes have demonstrated 
ability to operate at short notice from remote locations, with minimum support 
requirements. 

Whilst this option is presented as an Australia-centric model (noting no other country 
presently has a CMS program), the opportunity clearly exists and is equally valid for NZ, US, 
France or another country to establish a domestic CMS program with partial expansion into 
the WCPO for MCS purposes. 

Option 2 – Dedicated Regional Capability 

This option considers the development of a regionally coordinated and managed CMS 
program, dedicated to the provision of MCS support to FFA members. Whilst there are 
obvious advantages to national MCS programs through the availability of a politically 
independent capability dedicated exclusively to addressing regional IUU risks, significant 
financial and organisational challenges would need to be overcome. 

• Financial Challenges - Industry estimates obtained for this project indicated that a 
single aircraft CMS program would likely cost USD$5-10M per year and require a 
minimum commitment of 7-10 years, depending on the size and complexity of the 
aircraft. Whilst support for CMS within the WCPO has been growing over time, and 
was clearly evident during consultations for this project, no single donor has indicated 
a willingness to fund such an activity, particularly for dedicated MCS application. It 
is considered more likely that economic thresholds might more realistically be 
achieved through the pooling of donor resources and cooperative asset sharing 
between the broadest possible range of possible stakeholders (fisheries, transnational 
crime, customs, immigration, search and rescue, Marine Pollution (MARPOL), 
disaster response, bio-security, maritime security, medivac etc, etc). The frameworks 
for achieving this level of inter-sectoral operational collaboration do not yet exist 
within the region, and would ideally be established at the strategic level before long-
term commitments to share expensive assets between operational entities was made. 

• Organisational Challenges – Whilst commercial providers have proven ability to cost-
effectively own and operate maritime surveillance aircraft, responsibility for 
coordination, control and integration to achieve the desired outcomes ultimately 
remains with the “client”. If the aircraft is intended for dedicated regional MCS 
activities it is likely that this role would fall upon FFA.  Whist FFA is currently 
undertaking some aspects of regional maritime surveillance coordination, taking on 
the control and coordination of regional assets is a significant undertaking that will 
bring considerable resource implications and has the potential to distract the 
organisation from other core MCS roles. 

5.2 Patrol Vessels 

5.2.1 Background 

As noted in section 4.2 above, fisheries patrol vessels are required in a range of sizes and 
capabilities depending on the size of area to be patrolled, transit distances from operating 
bases, fishing densities and national logistic support capabilities. In general, however, they 
fall into 3 broad categories. 

Coastal Patrol Vessels 

These are usually up to 30m in length, have an operating range of less than 1000 NM and are 
intended for patrols of only a few days within limited distance from the coast or within small 
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EEZs. They generally include a basic level of navigation and communications equipment, a 
radar suitable for fishing vessel detection and a single small Rigid Hull Inflatable Boat 
(RHIB) in order to permit the transfer of fisheries inspectors onto fishing vessels in 
conditions less than Sea-State 4 

 

USCG Marine Protector Class Vessel 

 

Non-military coastal patrol vessel 

Figure 14 - Examples of military and non-military coastal patrol vessels 

Inshore Patrol Vessels 

These are usually 30-60m in length, have an operating range up to 2000 NM and are intended 
for patrols up to approximately 10 days within and beyond larger EEZs. They generally have 
more capable sensors and communications equipment, and two medium sized RHIBs for 
Boarding Party transfers up to Sea-State 4. 

 

Australian Armidale Class Patrol Boat 

 

 

South African Lillian Ngoyi Class Patrol Vessel 

Figure 15 - Examples of military and non-military inshore patrol vessels 

Offshore Patrol Vessels 

These are generally greater than 60m in length, often have operating ranges beyond 10,000 
NM and can conduct patrols within and beyond large EEZs for several weeks. They 
generally have a full suite of surveillance sensors (Infra-red, optical, direction finding etc) 
and at least two large RHIBs for Boarding Party transfers beyond Sea-State 4. Vessels of this 
size will often have helicopter carrying capabilities to extend surveillance coverage, and 
other capabilities such as maritime pollution prevention, hospitals for natural and maritime 
disasters, fire-fighting and salvage.  
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RNZN Protector Class OPV  

South African Offshore Patrol Vessel – Sarah Baartman 

Figure 16 - Examples of military and non-military offshore patrol vessels 

The challenges of providing cost-effective capabilities to address such a diverse range of 
surveillance and response needs is not unique to the FFA membership. Major developed 
nations have addressed these difficulties by integrating a number of coastal, inshore and 
offshore vessels within a single program; however, this option is likely to only be 
economically feasible if considered at the regional level (options for development of a 
regional “bluewater” capability are considered in section 5.2.4 below).  

5.2.2 Contemporary Practice in Fisheries Patrol Vessel Management 

A number of contemporary management practises are progressively changing the way 
surface surveillance and response capabilities are delivered. Many of these are simple 
application of long-standing commercial practises within a military context. 

Maximisation of Vessel Sea-Days to Minimise Hulls Required 

Modern patrol vessel programs seek to minimise capital investment and ongoing 
maintenance costs by minimising the number of patrol vessels required to achieve a target 
level of coverage. Military patrol vessel programs are only just beginning to experiment with 
this concept and have sea-day targets up to 200 days per year49. Other government (but non-
military) capabilities may have targets up to 300 sea-days per year. Such high operational 
rates can be achieved by multi-crewing which reduces the impact of crew fatigue, leave and 
training cycles on vessel availability. 

Roaming Vessels with fly-in / fly-out Crews 

The Bay class patrol boats operated by the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service 
(ACBPS) have no fixed home port. They are multi-crewed with relieving crews simply flying 
into the port in which the vessels are berthed after a deployment. Similarly, the off-going 
crews fly home from those ports. This concept provides greater flexibility to focus effort 
where IUU risks have been identified, irrespective of their location. 

Multi-tasking of Patrol Vessels 

Patrol craft used for maritime law enforcement are increasingly being considered to be multi-
taskable assets. This is achieved through innovative ship design options that permit capability 
modules (fisheries protection, maritime pollution, natural disaster support, search and rescue, 
scientific research etc) to be installed for dedicated missions. New Zealand’s Project 

                                                 
49 The ADF Fleet of 14 Armidale Class Patrol Boats are required to provide 2800 sea-days per year (200 per 
vessel). The USCG Fast Response Cutter Program (under development) has a target of 2500 operational hours 
per year (104 days). 
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Protector Program provides a clear example of how personnel from a wide range of 
government agencies can be integrated to form a crew with the right mix of skills for any 
given task. 

Chartering of Patrol Vessels 

This option is more likely to be cost effective when urgent requirements preclude long 
acquisition programs, long-term commitment is undesirable or more flexible ownership and 
operational structures are required. The Australian experience in chartering commercial 
vessels for support to Southern Ocean fishery patrols indicates that charter rates are not 
necessarily cheaper than government operated vessels.50 

Cost Recovery through Patrol Vessel Charter 

The South African Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism operates a fleet of four 
commercially crewed patrol vessels (the Sarah Baartman and 3 x Lillian Ngoyi Class vessels 
– as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16 above). When not being used for fisheries patrols 
these vessels are commercially chartered as a safety standby vessel for an oil platform. This 
helps to subsidise the cost of fisheries patrols51. 

Intelligence Driven Operations 

Targeted, intelligence driven risk-based operations provide a more cost–effective approach to 
MCS by increasing the likelihood that MCS efforts are focused in areas of higher risk. 

5.2.3 Acquisition Options 

Fisheries Patrol vessels may be owned and/or operated by military, fisheries or commercial 
entities. 

Military Owned and Operated Vessels 

Military vessels tend to have higher levels of operational capability, but are generally less 
cost-effective52 and flexible (due to complex planning and management frameworks and 
other military priorities) than non-military options. Military capabilities are also noted by the 
United Nations (UN) Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) as generally being less 
responsive to MCS priorities53 and crews are less likely to be “educated or particularly 
trained for fisheries MCS operations54” 

Fisheries Owned and Operated Vessels 

Many fisheries departments throughout the world own patrol vessels for at-sea boardings and 
inspections. In some cases these are owned by fisheries departments, but crewed by 
commercial entities (Eg. South Africa’s Lillian Ngoyi Class of vessels as shown in Figure 15 

                                                 
50 Discussion with the Acting National Director Maritime Operations Support Division Australian Customs and 
Border Protection Service, 5 August 2009. 
51 South African Parliamentary Monitoring Group question 1216, Internal Question Paper no. 21 of 2008, 01 
Aug 08 – accessed at http://www.pmg.org.za/node/14867 on 5 Aug 09. 
52 Flewwelling, P.; Cullinan, C.; Balton, D.; Sautter, R.P.; Reynolds, J.E. Recent trends in monitoring, control 
and surveillance systems for capture fisheries. FAO Fisheries Technical Paper. No. 415. Rome, FAO. 2002. Art 
1.1.2, p4 
53 Ibid. 
54 P.E. Bergh, S.Davies. A fishery manager’s guidebook. Management measures and their application. 
FAO Fisheries Technical Paper. No. 424. Part 8 - Fishery Monitoring, Control and Surveillance - Rome, FAO. 
2002. Art 3.2.8 
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above). Ownership and operation of patrol vessels by fisheries departments is a cost-effective 
acquisition model when utilisation rates are expected to be high, logistic support mechanisms 
can be identified and skilled manpower can be sustained throughout the entire lifecycle of the 
vessel. If these circumstances cannot be met consideration should be given to offsetting risks 
through vessel sharing or commercialisation. 

 

Figure 17 – Example of fisheries department patrol vessel 

Analysis of recent new and second hand patrol vessel sales is shown in Figure 18 below. This 
data was collected through both internet-based market research of new and used patrol 
vessels, and cost estimates of new constructions from members of the ship-building industry. 
A 2.5% rate of appreciation was applied to aged data of new vessels. An estimate of the 
current replacement cost of a PPB is also shown for comparison. This is based on close 
correlation between industry estimates and 2.5% appreciation from the initial acquisition 
price of approximately USD$5.3M. 
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Figure 18 – Indicative purchase prices for patrol vessels 
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Commercially Chartered Vessels 

Commercially chartered vessels can be expected to be more expensive to operate55 than 
military/government owned vessels since ownership costs such as interest payments, vessel 
depreciation, maintenance and insurance would normally be absorbed (often invisibly) within 
government budgets. However, commercially owned vessels generally have more flexible 
and responsive operational models that can deliver greater sea-day availability. Savings 
achieved through reducing the number of vessels required to achieve a set rate of effort can 
often offset the additional costs of compensating a commercial entity to accept the costs and 
risks of ownership (and leave margin for a profit). Cost benefits are even more likely in 
situations where the actual surveillance and response needs (in order to address identified 
IUU risks) or national budget constraints are likely to result in expensive capabilities56 that 
are likely to spend large amounts of their service life tied up against a wharf. 

Chartering of patrol vessels is a cost-effective option when only a part-time need for a vessel 
exists, or the logistic support and training infrastructure do not exist to support national 
ownership. 

Analysis of full operational costs using chartered patrol vessels is shown in Figure 18 below. 
Industry estimates are based on provision of 1, 2 and 3 vessels, with obvious reductions for 
multiple charters. An estimate of the annual ownership cost of a PPB is also shown for 
comparison. Whilst this would tend to indicate that the PPB is a more cost-effective option it 
must be emphasised that this is based on a comparable utilisation rate of 250 sea-days per 
year. Analysis using current utilisation rates would require charter fees to be paid for 
substantially shorter periods57 (versus the fixed cost of PPB ownership). 
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Figure 19 – Indicative annual charter costs for patrol vessels 

                                                 
55 The total daily cost of owning and operating a PPB is estimated to be approx. USD$6,200 per sea-day. The 
total daily cost of chartering and operating a comparable vessel was estimated by industry representatives at 
approx. $7,900 per sea-day. 
56 It is estimated that the daily cost of ownership of a PPB alongside a wharf is approx. USD$2400 per day (not 
including the additional costs of advisory support). 
57 During consultations for this project FFA members estimated that patrol vessel utilisation rates for MCS 
purposes varied from 13 to 72 sea-days per year. 
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5.2.4  “Bluewater” Surface Capability 

The project has been requested to give preliminary consideration to the development of a 
bluewater surface capability to supplement national capabilities. In considering this the 
project has investigated a range of options for the provision of a flexible and responsive 
surface capability that can move freely throughout the region as best determined by IUU risk 
analysis, and support national MCS activities. 

A range of options have been considered and appear in detail below. In all options the vessel 
would need to be owned by either a government, collection of governments or a commercial 
entity. It is not considered legally feasible for a regional agency to be the beneficial owner of 
a vessel for the purposes of flag state registration, or particularly practical given the 
additional responsibilities under international law for enforcement vessels to be either 
warships or “other government vessels”, clearly marked and identified as conducting law-
enforcement activities on behalf of a government. Consideration of vessel ownership within 
this project does not consider how the vessel came to be owned, although it should be noted 
that in order to redeploy a forfeited fishing vessel for MCS activities it is necessary to de-flag 
it from its existing state before re-flagging to the government under which it will conduct 
official enforcement activities.  

Irrespective of the vessel’s ownership, responsibility for compliance with international law 
remains with the vessel’s flag State at all times. Notwithstanding, surveillance recipients may 
choose to indemnify surveillance providers from financial (but not legal and diplomatic) 
ramifications within the overarching legal instrument (NTSA, Ship-rider Agreement etc). 

Noting the need for such a blue-water capability to be flexible and responsive to IUU risk, it 
is envisaged that an authority with detailed understanding of regional IUU risks would 
coordinate58 the vessel’s patrol activities. The existing Regional Fisheries Surveillance Centre 
at FFA in Honiara, (or a possible future Regional MCS Coordination Centre (RMCC) as 
considered in Project 4) could provide this service with additional emphasis on IUU risk 
analysis and improved communication capabilities. Alternative locations may also be 
suitable if capable of conducting ongoing IUU risk analysis on a regional basis. Control59 of 
the vessel should remain with the master or Commanding Officer of the vessel at all times, in 
consultation with delegated PIC operational authorities when operating within PIC EEZs, or 
delegated flag state authorities when operating on the high seas or transiting through PIC 
EEZs in non-enforcement modes. 

Four options for a regional surveillance and response capability are examined here. Whilst 
each of the options would need to be exercised under an appropriate legal framework, no 
immediate legal impediments have been identified with any option. Legal and operational 
precedents for some components of these options already exist, with some options being 
simple expansions to, or cooperative linkages between, existing programs. 

Option 1 

Quadrilateral Partners provide patrol vessels to conduct surveillance and response on behalf of 
PICs.  

This could be on a permanent, part-time or trial basis, and executed through Niue Treaty 
Subsidiary Agreements between PICs and Australia / New Zealand who are both parties to 

                                                 
58 Coordinate - Provide operational advice as to the most efficient and effective employment of the vessel so as 
to best address regional IUU risks; 
59 Control – Direct tasking of the vessel to enable it to conduct accepted operational taskings efficiently, 
effectively and safely. 
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the Niue Treaty. Without US and France being included in the current version of the Niue 
Treaty it would be necessary to develop similar bilateral agreements to enable their 
participation. Boarding parties could be provided by the vessel crew (ie. members of the 
RAN, RNZN, USCG, USN or French Navy). This would require domestic legislation to be 
enacted to provide extra-territorial power and authority for boarding party members to 
conduct fisheries compliance activities on behalf of the PICs. 

This option has considerable potential; however with development of a revised Niue Treaty 
progressing slowly, no consideration of other agreements that could involve US and France, 
and commitment to implementation of the existing Niue Treaty only just beginning to 
emerge from Australia and New Zealand, this option may not be able to address the 
immediate need for regional supplementation to national programs.  

Option 2 

Quadrilateral Partners (independently or collaboratively) provide patrol vessels to conduct 

surveillance and response in partnership with PICs. 

This could be on a permanent, part-time or trial basis, and executed through the proven 
framework of Ship-Rider agreements expanded to include Quadrilateral Partners 
(independently or collectively) and participating PICs. Boarding parties would be a mix of 
Quadrilateral personnel and duly authorised PIC nationals embarked prior to the patrol. In 
this option the Quadrilateral partner provides transport and ensures personnel safety, while 
the PIC provides detailed local knowledge and a legally authorised enforcement capability. 
Extensions to this could include development of a regional pool of authorised officers that 
could be embarked within the vessel for longer patrols throughout multiple EEZs. The ability 
to assemble a boarding party from a range of PIC Nationals would provide greater flexibility 
in directing surveillance effort against IUU risk at short notice, irrespective of where it was 
identified within a sub-region and provide cost savings in the deployment of authorised 
officers. 

A relatively simple example of this might be the continuous roaming of a USCG vessel 
within the region as an extension to the existing USCG Ship-Rider framework. Ideally the 
vessel would have sufficient accommodation to embark a multilateral boarding party for 
additional flexibility. Multi-crewing on a fly-in / fly-out basis may also be advantageous 
noting  this will require domestic legislative action that cross-vests the crew with extra-
territorial powers (eg. identification as fisheries officers or authorized enforcement officers 
by other PICs] 

Option 3 

One or more PICs (most likely with multiple patrol vessels) charters a patrol vessel to a regional or 
sub-regional surveillance and response program.  

This could be on a permanent, part-time or trial basis using the existing framework of NTSAs 
and WCPFC Boarding and Inspection requirements that have widespread regional 
acceptance. Boarding parties could be provided from within the crew of the patrol vessel, or 
ideally through development of a multilateral pool of authorised officers with appropriate 
cross-vesting of authority. External funding would be required to charter the vessel and 
compensate the PIC for the acceptance of risk as a flag state undertaking law enforcement 
activities in other EEZs. 

This option has considerable potential within the Micronesian states where: 

• FSM has multiple patrol vessels with significant spare capacity due to national budgetary 
constraints; 
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• RMI and Palau have only one patrol vessel and therefore a lack of flexibility and redundancy 
during defect and maintenance periods; and 

• The Sasakawa Peace Foundation and the associated Nippon Foundation have publicly 
expressed a desire to “provide comprehensive support for construction of a tri-national 
unified coast guard, formed between the Republic of the Marshall Islands, the Republic of 
Palau, and the Federated States of Micronesia”60 

• A range of risks were identified in the risk assessment including unlicensed fishing in the 
western and eastern extremities, as well as a number of risks associated with licenced vessels 
(e.g. under-reporting, bycatch related risks) that would benefit from an increased rate of 
boarding and inspections;  

Option 4 

A PIC offers to accept flag state responsibility for operation of a commercially provided regional or 
sub-regional patrol vessel clearly marked for government duties. 

Given the economic considerations of commercial charter arrangements this option is 
unlikely to be cost effective on a part-time or trial basis, and less cost effective for single 
vessels61. Whilst indicative charter rates are more expensive than ownership costs of 
nationally owned vessels on a vessel per day basis62, improvements to the flexibility, 
redundancy and responsiveness of the current framework (whilst justified and an urgent 
priority) will only partially address the need to protect shared and migratory stocks using a 
risk driven “whole of stock” approach. It should also be understood that any direct increases 
in capability cost on a vessel per day basis are offset by the fact that fewer optimally operated 
commercial vessels would be needed to provide comparable coverage for MCS purposes 

This option could be implemented within the existing proven frameworks of the Niue Treaty 
and domestic legislation, and funded through a regional or sub-regional fund supported by 
donors and members. 

It is likely that the vessel charterer would seek to provide core staff to safely operate the 
vessel, with the flag State PIC responsible for supplementary staff and provision of an 
appropriately authorised boarding party. In a fully evolved program this could involve a 
multilateral pool of crew and boarding party that were embarked and recovered on a fly-in / 
fly-out basis to enable more continuous/higher levels of operational capability.  

This option has considerable potential; however, commercial chartering frameworks are not 
considered cost effective on a trial or part-time basis. As such, this option should only be 
considered only after the potential benefits of risk based regional supplementation to national 
programs has been proven, and sufficient confidence exists to make long-term multi-vessel 
commitments. 

5.2.5 Recommendations for Bluewater Surface Capability 

The development of a regionally managed surface capability based on any of the four options 
identified above may provide a cost-effective option to increase boarding and inspection 
rates, assisting to address IUU risks identifies in Project 1. While all of these options are 
suitable for long-term application, option three is favoured for short term implementation 
(particularly within the Micronesian sub-region) for the following reasons: 

                                                 
60 Sasakawa Peace Foundation Website - http://www.spf.org/e/newsevent/081023.html 
61 Numerous suitable commercial providers were identified within this study, however all indicated that charter 
rates decreased considerably with long-term commitment and/or multiple vessels. 
62 This is due partly to the commercial requirement to compensate and insure against risks that national 
programs self-insure 
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• Potential funding, operational capacity, cooperative frameworks and a history of 
collaboration already exist between Palau, FSM and RMI. This would permit almost 
immediate application; 

• It is scalable to suit funding and other constraints. No long-term commitment is 
required, however considerable opportunity exists for broader application throughout 
the region, should the program deliver the potential economic and operational 
efficiencies it promises and attract wider interest; 

• Training and financial benefits come from within the region, and stay within the 
region;  

• It would provide a platform that MCS officers currently use and are familiar with; 

• Charter rates (from the providing PPB nation) might be considerably less than 
commercial options, noting that the ownership costs of existing national patrol vessels 
have already been covered through other programs; and 

• It provides an opportunity to trial the concept of an integrated “blue-water” surface 
capability as supplementation to national MCS programs, prior to consideration of 
other long-term options. 

It is acknowledged that this option does not provide any enhancement in vessel capability, 
most critically in patrol range. It is suggested that attaining substantially more capable patrol 
vessels would be a significant undertaking requiring long term strategic level consideration, 
and that the current operational capabilities of the PPB are proven and considered sufficient 
to make option 3 a viable interim strategy, if not perfect for the long-term. 

5.3 Satellite-Based Surveillance 

Satellite-based remote sensing can be a valuable surveillance tool, particularly when 
integrated with other data sources such as VMS, Automatic Identification System (AIS)63 and 
Long Range Identification and Tracking (LRIT).  Such approaches are currently being 
undertaken through the MARISS project in Europe, which is the first phase of a pan-
European activity to demonstrate the utility and value of integrating information derived 
from satellite Earth Observation with conventional data streams for improved maritime 
border control and maritime situation awareness64.  One focus of the MARISS service is 
‘tactical (near real time) monitoring’ to identify and track suspect vessels in open waters 
before they reach the European coast, requiring integration of satellite synthetic aperture 
radar imagery with AIS, VMS, coastal radar and any intelligence data available65.  Whilst the 
scope of the MARISS project goes beyond fisheries enforcement, it may provide valuable 
models through tested integration of the full suite of surveillance tools, which could have 
application in fisheries surveillance programs across the WCPO. 

                                                 
63 (IMO: http://www.imo.org/Safety/mainframe.asp?topic_id=754)  

As from December 2004, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) requires all vessels over 299GT to 
carry an AIS transponder on board, which transmits their position, speed and course, among some other static 
information, such as vessel’s name, dimensions and voyage details. AIS transponders on board vessels include a 
GPS receiver, which collects position and movement details. It includes also a VHF transmitter, which transmits 
periodically this information on two VHF channels and make this data available to the public domain. Other 
vessels or base stations are able to receive this information, process it using special software and display vessels 
locations on a chart plotter or on a computer. (Source: www.MarineTraffic.com)  
64 http://www.gmes-mariss.com/  
65 http://www.gmes-mariss.com/  
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An indicative cost comparison of the two satellite based technologies currently applicable for 
fisheries surveillance is shown in Table 8 below. (Comparison against other forms of 
surveillance and response is performed in Table 5 above. Prices depend primarily on 
resolution, acquisition urgency and other minor factors.  
 

Technology 
Resolution 

(m) 

Cost 

(USD$/ km2) 
Comment 

Optical Imagery 
< 1.0m $25-80 Price depends on urgency and other factors 

1-5m $2-20  

Synthetic Aperture 
Radar 

1 - 10m $2-3  

30m $0.5 This resolution cannot guarantee ship detection 

Table 8 - Indicative cost comparison for optical and radar images 

The scalable and modular nature of satellite-based capabilities present a considerable 
advantage over other surveillance options such as aircraft and patrol vessels. The initial 
capital requirement for these hardware assets are many millions of dollars with similar 
operational costs throughout long-term lifecycle commitments. Small packages of satellite 
imagery can be obtained for less than USD$10,000 providing a limited capability to match 
limited budgets, with no long-term investment or commitment. 

In contrast to a dedicated surveillance aircraft capability, surveillance capabilities are within 
the financial reach of many MCS stakeholders (<USD$10K per image); however 
collaboration through the pooling of resources and sharing of images can result in increased 
negotiating power during contracting and may generate a more complete surveillance 
outcome for the region.            

5.3.1 Optical Imagery 

Optical imagery in resolutions ranging from 0.25m to 50m+ can be obtained through a range 
of commercial suppliers. Ordering timeframes can be as low as the next satellite pass (very 
expensive) and revisit frequencies can be as low as 72 hours. Delivery timeframes are 
generally 12-24 hours. Whilst the ability to see an actual vessel rather than a radar “blob” 
may seem attractive, the only real benefit (at expensive high resolutions only) is that the 
vessel might be classified as a fishing vessel. Positive identification using vessel markings is 
not considered feasible with the current suite of commercially available options at this point 
in time. 

Optical imagery has three additional restrictions that limit operational application: 

• Images must be taken during daylight; 

• Images may not be available due to cloud cover; and 

• Polar orbiting satellites pass over the earth’s surface at exactly the same time every 
day, thus restricting options for imagery at other times. 
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Figure 20 - Example of 2.5m resolution optical imagery 

5.3.2 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 

SAR imagery of 1-100m resolutions can be obtained through a range of commercial 
suppliers. Ordering timeframes can be as low as the next satellite pass (again very expensive) 
and revisit frequencies can be as low as several hours from providers operating a 
constellation of satellites, but also as high as 24 days. Delivery including post processing can 
be as low as 4 hours. Despite not showing an actual image of the vessel SAR Imagery has a 
number of distinct advantages over optical imagery: 

• Considerably cheaper 

• 24 hour all weather application; 

• Images can be taken at all times of the day; 

• Post processing can detect anomalies in the image pixel structure to indicate possible 
vessels not apparent to the naked eye; 

The utility of satellite-based SAR in MCS was trialled during Operation Island Chief 2004. It 
was noted in the official post-operation report that: 

“The Canadian Space Agency provided limited radar satellite coverage during the 
operation.   The system proved effective in detecting FFVs in conditions up to Sea State 4, 
after which its effectiveness was reduced.   The major restriction on the radar satellite’s 
usefulness was its lack of flexibility as to the area to be covered.   This had to be booked 
3 weeks in advance, and was not able to be changed to meet the needs of the developing 
surface picture” 

It should be noted that since this trial a number of other SAR satellites have been launched. 
Many of these are grouped in integrated constellations. At least five more optical or SAR 
satellites are expected to be launched over the next five years. Additionally, a number of 
commercial vendors have emerged with access to the full suite of SAR options. This has 
reduced costs and dramatically improved flexibility and responsiveness, and will continue to 
do so. 

The use of Satellite-based SAR to detect vessels is shown in Figure 21 below. 
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Figure 21 - Example of Synthetic Aperture Radar for ship detection 

5.3.3 Satellite Imagery for MCS Purposes within the WCPO 

Noting that optical satellite imagery is considerably more expensive than similar resolution 
SAR imagery but can still only detect the presence of a vessel (without identifying it), it is 
considered less cost-effective for implementation within the WCPO for MCS purposes at this 
point in time. 

Whilst clearly not the cheapest surveillance capability, satellite based SAR does have proven 
ability to detect the presence of vessels in remote locations where no other option exists. 
Even with the next generation of cost-effective, flexible and responsive surveillance aircraft 
and patrol vessels it is likely that, through the sheer size of some EEZs and distances from 
appropriate airfields, ports and fuel supplies, there will still remain portions of some FFA 
member EEZs that cannot be efficiently patrolled by ships and aircraft. 

To be used effectively, however, it is necessary for satellite imagery to be compared against 
the known positions of legitimate fishing activity (primarily VMS data). Even then anomalies 
may indicate merchant or yachting traffic not expected on VMS. It is only through follow-up 
imagery taken some-time later that the persistent presence of unidentified vessels might be 
predicted to indicate IUU activity. Technologies for integrating VMS and satellite imagery 
have existed for some time and are currently being trialled for application within the 
WCPO66. An example of this process is shown in Figure 22 below. 

 

Figure 22 - Cross-correlation of satellite imagery with VMS data67 

                                                 
66  SPC and the French Navy have completed trials this year to integrate Argos VMS and Radarsat data. The 
trial report was unavailable for consideration within this project. 
67 Image courtesy of CLS Argos - http://www.cls.fr/  
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It is important to understand that cross-correlation is only really feasible in low vessel density 
areas – identification of anomalies from an image showing 15 radar “blobs” as a subset of a 
larger area that has 50 fishing vessels (some likely to be highly mobile) reporting their VMS 
positions up to three hours either side of the image is unlikely to yield meaningful alerts. The 
need for follow-up imagery to discount merchant and yachting traffic can be reduced 
considerably if other vessel tracking systems such as AIS and LRIT are integrated into the 
surveillance picture. This capability is also commercially available as shown in Figure 23 
below. 

 

Figure 23 – Cross correlation of satellite imagery with AIS and LRIT68 

It is also important to note that lower resolution images cover more area at an exponential 
rate - halving the resolution quadruples the image area. Hence it is important to choose the 
lowest possible resolution that will confidently detect a fishing vessel. Using a 30-40m long-
line vessel as a benchmark target it is suggested that 10-15m resolution provides the most 
cost-effective balance between image resolution and area of coverage for application within 
the WCPO69. 

It is considered that SAR has beneficial application within the WCPO for MCS purposes if applied in 
the following 3 modes: 

Mode 1 – Remote Locations 

Application in remote locations where more cost-effective surveillance options (such as 
aircraft and patrol vessels) is not possible or economically justified. 

This scenario exists in the Eastern portion of the area outlined in Figure 24 below (in the 
vicinity of Kiribati’s Line Islands Group). This area is outside the range of current aerial 
surveillance and patrol vessel capabilities and is not covered under a VMS sharing agreement 
with adjacent IATTC waters. The risk of unlicenced/unauthorised PS activity is this area 
from vessels moving across from the Eastern Pacific Ocean (EPO) was rated a high residual 
risk under Project 1.  Furthermore, catch log and VMS reports tend to indicate relatively low 
levels of legitimate fishing activity in this area, thus making VMS cross-validation a 
relatively easy task.  

                                                 
68 Image courtesy of CLS Argos - http://www.cls.fr/ 

69 Pers Comm, Landgate – Satellite Remote Sensing Services.  
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Figure 24 – Current surveillance coverage and recommended areas for satellite 
surveillance focus 

Application in this mode has the objective of providing MCS Officers with confidence that a 
blank VMS screen really does indicate no fishing activity in these areas (as opposed to trying 
to identify IUU activity within large groups of legitimate fishers). 

Mode 2 –Intelligence Validation 

Whilst community and industry based reporting systems (discussed at length below) have 
potential to provide valuable intelligence of possible IUU activities, it would not be expected 
that an aircraft or ship would be dispatched on first report of a possible activity. Satellite 
imagery provides an option to validate intelligence at relatively low cost (approximately 
USD$5,000) before committing to more expensive response capabilities. 

Mode 3 - IUU Deterrent 

In addition to providing a detection capability in remote locations where other options simply 
cannot reach, strategically communicated awareness of the existence of such a capability can 
offer considerable additional deterrent value at no additional cost. This deterrent value exists 
for as long as a remote sensing capability exists (or is believed to exist), irrespective of the 
volumes of imagery actually being obtained. 

5.4 Community Based Surveillance 

Community and industry based partnerships have become a key strategy in many sectors of 
law enforcement with the development of paid informant, neighbourhood watch and 
crimestopper programs. They also form the foundation of FAO’s guidance to fisheries 
managers for inclusion of “participatory management” frameworks where possible70. These 
concepts are progressively being incorporated in MCS programs. Contemporary examples of 
regionally relevant current best practise in this area include: 

• FSM’s Coastwatcher Program; 

                                                 
70 Flewwelling, P.; Cullinan, C.; Balton, D.; Sautter, R.P.; Reynolds, J.E. Recent trends in monitoring, control 
and surveillance systems for capture fisheries. FAO Fisheries Technical Paper. No. 415. Rome, FAO. 2002. 
p12, 39, 105, 111. 
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• The AFMA (Australia) “Crimfish” program for anonymous online reporting of 
suspicious or illegal activity71; 

• The MFish (NZ) “0800 4 POACHER” Hotline; and 

• The NOAA (US) Fisheries Service Enforcement Hotline; 

Industry, charter fishing operators, Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) and 
communities all indicated willingness during FFA member consultations to participate in 
some form of IUU vessel reporting scheme.  Previous offers of support have also been 
received in the past from the operators of inter-island cargo vessels and domestic airlines. 
Such a system could be a very cost-effective and complementary means of providing 
additional surveillance capability, particularly in FFA member countries with established 
domestic fishing fleets. An industry or community based reporting system would need up-to-
date lists of licensed vessels, and a reporting procedure in the event that a suspected illegal 
activity is detected.  The system could be enhanced over time, particularly with commercial 
fishing operators and NGOs conducting their own independent surveillance operations at sea.  

Some degree of report validation and cross-checking would be required to filter out serious 
cases requiring the initiation of additional surveillance and enforcement responses, and 
specific guidelines would probably need to be developed with clear objectives to describe the 
types of illegal activity that may be reported.  The protocol(s) for such reporting systems 
would need to consider whether reports (perhaps of different classification) would be 
directed first through national surveillance and enforcement agencies or sent directly to a 
central RMCC type office.  An RMCC operating 24 hrs a day would be ideally placed to 
receive reports of this nature to conduct basic cross-checks before liaising with relevant 
national authorities to coordinate follow-up responses. Alternatively, sub-regional contact 
points could be established, preferably at regional hubs to coordinate appropriate responses 
to sighting reports. 

Once established and operating with appropriate confidence such reporting systems may also 
be able to deliver significant improvements to the efficiency of aerial surveillance in the 
region.  Aerial surveillance for unlicensed vessels may then be more efficiently targeted 
along the margins of active fishing areas with the confidence that licensed operators would 
report vessels operating illegally amongst the licensed fleet.  This could enable more area to 
be covered and less time wasted gathering aerial surveillance data on legitimate fishing 
activity. 

5.5 Emerging Technologies 

5.5.1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) 

UAVs are being used more and more widely around the world for battlefield surveillance and 
for strike operations in counter-insurgency campaigns. They have not yet entered widespread 
use for maritime surveillance work, although there is a significant amount of development 
taking place. For the purposes of this report, two classes of UAV were considered in some 
detail, small and medium size UAVs. Large UAVs, such as the Global Hawk, are complex, 
expensive, in service only in very small numbers and are in many ways comparable to 
satellites in the broad high-altitude coverage they provide. They have been omitted from 
further consideration here.  

                                                 
71 http://www.afma.gov.au/information/publications/forms/crimfish_form.htm 
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For this report only a very small number of representative capability UAVs will be 
examined. The aim is to examine suitability of the platform, not to select the most suitable 
vehicle.  

Medium-sized UAVs 

Possibly the best known medium-sized UAV is the Predator, because of its service in the Iraq 
and Afghanistan wars. As of March 2009, 223 Predator and related variants were in United 
States Air Force (USAF) service and 70 had already been lost in service – 55 as a result of 
equipment failure.72  

The Predator is the size of a conventional light aircraft (wing span 14.8m and length 8.2m) is 
powered by a single turboprop engine and has a maximum take-off weight of 1,020kgs. It is 
comparatively slow, with a patrol speed of 70 to 90kts. It compensates for the lack of speed 
with a range of 2,000nm and endurance in the order of 25 hours. Unit cost is about $US4.5m.  

There are now several other variants of the Predator, including the Reaper which is 
considerably larger and has much better performance. It has a maximum weight of about 
4,500kgs, a patrol speed of 150 to 170 kts and an endurance of about 32 hours at 50,000’.73 It 
is also capable of carrying a wide variety of equipment, including comprehensive navigation 
system, a synthetic aperture radar with a range of about 15nm and electro-optical search and 
identification sensors. A maritime surveillance version of the Predator (the Mariner) has also 
been successfully trialled in both the US and Australia and in the latter case was used to 
transmit video imagery directly to a RAN patrol boat, enabling the vessel to assess a contact 
of interest as it approached, prior to boarding it.74  

Although it is unmanned, Predator and its variants, are not simple systems and require 
considerable ground support, including a ground control station and a satellite 
communications link system. They show considerable potential for maritime surveillance, 
but are not without their complications: 

• They are optimised for high altitude surveillance and frequent descents to low altitude 
for identification of potential IUU fishing vessels would impact on endurance; 

• Trials in Australia have shown that converting surface vessel detections into positive 
identifications can be time consuming, more so than would be the case with manned 
surveillance aircraft; 

• They still require a “ground crew” of qualified pilots and sensor operators.  

Small UAVs 

There is another family of UAVs, much smaller and more limited in performance, yet 
proving their value in combat operations today. Many of them are quite light and portable 
and require a minimum of ground support backup. As is the case with other classes of UAV, 
these smaller variants are currently experiencing rapid development and performance 
improvement.  

                                                 
72 “MQ-1 Predator,” in Wikepedia. Accessed at: http://www.en.wikepedia.org/wiki/MQ-1_Predator> on 17 
August 2009.  
73 GlobalSecurity.org, “MQ-9 Reaper.” Accessed at: 
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/systems/aircraft/mq-9.htm on 17 August 2009. 
74 Duncan Craig, North West Shelf Unmanned Aerial System Trial, Australian Government, Department of 
Defence, Defence Science and Technology Organisation, February 2007. p. 6.    
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One small UAV showing particular promise is the “ScanEagle” which has a wing span of 
3.1m and is a mere 1.2m long. It weighs 18kgs and has an endurance of at least 15 hours 
patrolling at 49kts and altitudes up to 15,000’. Unit cost of this UAV is in the order of 
$US100k. Normal surveillance equipment comprises electro-optical, infrared and high-
resolution video cameras. Recent tests have been conducted with a miniature short range 
synthetic aperture radar.75 UAVs like ScanEagle are not broad area surveillance systems but 
can be used to supplement such systems. 

Navies such as the USN and the Republic of Singapore Navy have trialled ScanEagle at sea 
and have proved that the system can be operated safely at least in good conditions. In 
American trials in 2004, a ScanEagle was launched from and subsequently recovered to a 58’ 
fishing vessel, refuelled and re-launched immediately on a further surveillance flight.76 The 
figures below illustrate launch from a Singapore Navy ship and the recovery to the fishing 
vessel during the initial at sea trial. 

 

                Figure 25 - Launch and recovery of ScanEagle at sea  

Clearly, the major utility of small UAVs such as ScanEagle, assuming maritime versions are 
approved for service, would be as supplements to the search capacity of surface patrol and 
response vessels. They could expand the search horizon and area of surface vessels and 
provide positive identification of suspect IUU fishing vessels before patrol vessels close for 
boarding.  While UAVs are becoming very capable they do have some disadvantages. Some 
of them are every bit as complex as manned aircraft, require a dedicated “flight crew” to 
monitor and control their activities and require substantial logistics support. Additionally, 
their sensors are not (yet) optimised for visual identification of vessels at sea77 and they are 
not yet in operational use in maritime surveillance roles. With further development, UAVs 
could be a useful (if expensive) complement to the limited amount of aerial surveillance now 
available to the PICs to supplement existing weaknesses for aerial response capability.     

5.5.2 Land Based Radar Systems 

A number of land-based radar systems have been considered for MCS operations within the 
WCPO region as follows: 

Long Range Over The Horizon Radar (OTHR) 

                                                 
75 Martin Streetly, “Boeing flight tests NonoSAR (2)radar aboard ScanEagle mini UAV,” in International 
Defence Review, 20 March 2008.  
76 Nick Brown, “ScanEagle makes its first shipborne recovery,” in Jane’s Navy International, 1 June 2004.   
77 Discussion with senior staff of the Australian Customs and Border Protection Service, 5 August 2009.  
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OTHR is a proven technology and in service within Australia. It is capable of detecting (but 
not identifying) ships and aircraft at ranges of between 1000 km and 3000 km.  This is an 
impressive capability, but has not been investigated in detail as an option for regional 
application due to prohibitive costs78, extremely long implementation timeframes79 and its 
inability to be refocused against dynamically changing IUU risks.  

Ground Wave Radars 

Ground wave radars are much shorter range High Frequency (HF) versions of OTHR, with 
ranges up to 200km. A surface wave system was trialled in northern Australia earlier in this 
decade. The trial was abandoned when the system proved unable to detect small wooden hull 
vessels of the type used by people smugglers80. 

More recently reported developments include the SeaSonde81 system which claims to have a 
range of up to 200km. Reported capital costs are in the order of USD$100K per site82 
(several sites are needed). In mid 2009 the US Homeland Security Department was trialling 
this system in ship detection mode, however operational versions of a ship-tracking systems 
are still 2-3 years away. 

If proven successful these systems may be highly cost-effective options for some national 
requirements, but are not considered to have sufficient range or flexibility for regional 
application. 

Coastal Radar Stations 

Coastal radar stations have been investigated for MCS application with the following 
outcome: 

“Relatively simple low technology coastal radar systems with a 25-50 nm range 
(Mauritania, Indonesia, and Senegal) cost in the order of US$10 000 per unit including 
solar panels and antenna tower, but excluding the buildings. Installation in remote areas 
may add substantially to the costs. HF and VHF radios and additional electric power 
may also be required for the radar post. Fully equipped radar stations including 
buildings and HF, VHF radios and GPS were budgeted at approximately US$50 000 
each for Madagascar (1997)”83 

The systems appear likely to be highly cost-effective options for some national requirements, 
but are not considered to have sufficient range or flexibility for regional application. 

5.5.3 Aerostats 

Aerostats (tethered, radar-equipped balloons) can provide long range surface surveillance by 
transmitting from altitudes up to 6,000m. The expected detection range against a medium-
sized surface target with an aerostat at 1,500m is approximately 90NM. Aerostats vary from 
15m in length up to 71m as shown in Figure 26 below, and can remain airborne up to 30 
days. US, India and Israel have all used aerostat systems for border protection. 

                                                 
78 Estimated to be approx. AUD$1.8B as of 2009 - 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jindalee_Operational_Radar_Network  
79 Jindalee has been under development for over 40 years - 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jindalee_Operational_Radar_Network  
80 80 Tony Koch, “Short-sighted radar junked,” in The Australian, 15 March 2007. Accessed at: 
http://www.australianit.news.com.au/story.html on 10 August 2009. 
81 http://www.qualitasremos.com/images/related_links/Seasonde_sellsheet_english.pdf  
82 Pers Comm, Sea Sonde 
83 Kelleher, K. The costs of monitoring, control and surveillance of fisheries in developing countries. FAO 
Fisheries Circular. No. 976. Rome, FAO. 2002. 47p. 
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Figure 26 - Tethered aerostat in preparation for deployment for fixed surveillance functions 

Launch and recovery or Aerostats are complex operations requiring a team of six people and 
relatively calm conditions. This can be a significant limitation. Examination of records from 
20 aerostat sites in the US show that on average they were non-operational 41% of the time.84 
Cost is another factor to be considered in evaluating the suitability of aerostats for MCS 
operations. One estimate indicates an acquisition cost of $US18-22m for a system capable of 
detecting a 2m² target (a small target) to a radius of about 170nm. Further, the operating cost 
of such a system was assessed at $US3-400 per hour, with annual running costs of providing 
5,256 hours of surveillance (assuming 60 per cent availability) of $US3m.85  They may be a 
cheaper option than capable surveillance aircraft,86 but they have the disadvantage of being in 
fixed locations.    

Like all contributors to surveillance, aerostats are not a complete solution, but in the right 
circumstances they could be valuable assets. They would be especially valuable in the Pacific 
if they could efficiently fill gaps in areas not now reachable by current surveillance aircraft or 
the PPBs, however current opportunities are thought to be limited and not likely to provide 
benefits worthy of additional investment in this technology at this stage. Further investment 
of additional available funds at this stage is thought to be more appropriately directed 
towards aircraft for increased levels of targeted aerial surveillance or satellite coverage.  If in 
the future, technology improves and becomes more affordable, comprehensive technical 
evaluations would be needed to determine this and to determine the supportability of aerostat 
installations in potentially remote locations such as isolated coral atolls.   

                                                 
84 “TCOM L.P. Airborne Early Warning (AEW) and surveillance aerostat and airship systems,” in Jane’s 
Electronic Mission Aircraft, 23 July 2009,  
85 Martin Streetly, “Radar aerostats provide cost-effective platform for enhanced observation,” in International 
Defense Review, 24 February 2005.  p. 1.  
86 Ibid. The quoted cost of a fleet of four P-3s to provide 5,250 hours of surveillance per year, with 60 per cent 
aircraft availability is $US18.4m.   
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6    Options for Funding Alternative Capabilities 

The attainment of “bluewater” surface surveillance, commercial aerial surveillance, or a 
package of satellite images is likely to be a considerable financial undertaking that may 
require the development of a dedicated financial structure. The development of financial 
frameworks to support regionally managed operational capabilities is considered within 
Project 4 in support of the development of a proposed RMCC. 

 

Annexes: 

 

A:  Statistical Analysis of Surveillance and Response for MCS Purposes in the WCPO 
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Annex A - Statistical Analysis of Surveillance 

and Response in the WCPO 

 

 

Regional Surveillance and Response Expenditure 

 

Regional Surveillance and Response Expenditure 
Full Cost 

(USD$M) 

MCS Component87 
(USD$M) 

PPB Program 25.088 18.3 

National Surface Surveillance and Response Expenditure 10.089 7.390 

Regional Aerial Surveillance 29.991 29.992 

National Aerial Surveillance 1.293 1.2 

USCG Ship-Rider Program 17.394 17.395 

ADF Sponsored Non-PPB Nations Program 0.0 0.0 

Total (USD$M) USD$83M pa USD$74M pa 

Table A1 - Indicative Surveillance and Response Expenditure within the WCPO Region 

 

                                                 
87 During consultations for this project PICs estimated that approx. 71% of PPB effort is focused on MCS activity. 
88  Full costs of the Defence Cooperation Program are contained within the 2008 Defence Annual Report. PPB 
program costs are a component of this and are estimated to be approx. AUD$30M (USD$25M) pa. 
89 National Surveillance and Response contributions were estimated by PICs to be approx. USD$5.7M, however this 
did not include data from Fiji or PNG who have seven PPBs between them. Given that both Fiji and PNG operate 
Navies with considerable additional overhead it is estimated that the total National expenditure for MCS related 
Surveillance and Response is approx. USD$10M 
90 PPB Program operational outputs are increasingly shared amongst the full range of maritime law enforcement 
sectors. 
91 Based on reported air hour activity and estimated full cost recovery rates of P3 = USD$40K/hr, C130 = 
USD$30K/hr and Gardian = USD$16.3K/hr 
92 Regional aerial surveillance outputs are generally only used for fisheries enforcement at the time of the survey. 
93 Based on estimated air hour activity and estimated full cost recovery rates of CASA 235 = USD$10K/hr. 
94 Based on estimate provided by USCG. 
95 The USCG Ship-Rider Agreement is structured for fisheries enforcement only. 
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Aerial Surveillance within the WCPO 

PIC Estimates - Aerial Surveillance Regional 
Total 

Average 
per PIC 

Min Max 
Sample 
Size 

Annual Air Patrols per PIC 91 6.1 0.4 17.2 100% 

Annual Air Hours per PIC96 867 57.8 4.0 159.1 100% 

Aerial Surveillance Intensity (Air Hours / 100,000 km2 of EEZ)   6.2 0.7 41.7 100% 

PIC estimated Air Hours required for a Credible IUU Deterrent  2272 206.5 30 500 73% 

% of the time carrying an "Air Rider"   18% 0 100 80% 

% of the time Aircraft is working with Patrol Vessel   58% 0 100 83% 

Aerial Surveillance Full Recovery Costs (USD$M)97 29.9 1.992 0.160 6.364 100% 

Table A2 – Aerial Surveillance Statistics for FFA PIC Members 

Surface Surveillance and Response within the WCPO 

PIC Estimates - Surface Surveillance and Response 
Regional 
Total 

Average 
per PIC 

Min Max 
Sample 
Size 

Annual Patrols per PIC# 129.5 8.6 0.0 22.5 100% 

Average Annual Patrols per Patrol Vessel*   7.0 1.3 12.0 100% 

Annual Sea-Days (for MCS purposes) per PIC # 706.2 47.1 0.0 144.0 100% 

Average Annual Sea-Days per Vessel (for MCS purposes)* 434.8 36.2 9.3 72.0 100% 

Estimated Sea-Days required for a Credible IUU Deterrent# 2120 141.3 20.0 300.0 100% 

Average Patrol Duration (days)*   7.8 2.0 13.9 100% 

Surface Surveillance Intensity (Sea-Days/100,000km2) #   4.6 0.0 16.5 100% 

% of PICs that have ever been outrun in a Hot Pursuit*   50%     80% 

% of PICs that have ever conducted a Hostile Boarding*   28%     73% 

% of the Time unable to Patrol due to Weather*   13% 0.0% 30.0% 75% 

% of the Time unable to launch RHIB due to Weather*   24% 0.0% 50.0% 80% 

National Budget for Patrol Vessels (USD) * 98  $567K $80K $1,808K 83% 

Average Salaries for a Patrol Vessel Crew (USD)*   $111K $58K $220K 83% 

Annual Days transited by regional Patrol Vessels 192 17 0.0 46.0 73% 

Annual Days conducted under a Ship-Rider Agreement 90 6.0 0.0 25.0 100% 

Table A3 –Surface Surveillance Statistics for FFA PIC Members 

# All PIC members of FFA 

* PPB Operators only (excludes Nauru, Niue and Tokelau) 

                                                 

96 Includes 120 hours of national aerial surveillance conducted by PNG. 

97 Aerial Surveillance cost estimates are based on P3 USD$40K/hr, C130 USD$30K/hr, Gardian USD$16.3/hr. 

98 This does not include data from Fiji or PNG. 


